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In Section 4, we prove for O-dimensional Y that A Y has countable spread iff Y 
is compact and met&able. It is proven that if exp Y has countable spread, then 
A Y is first countable. Thus, our example first countable as well. 
Our set-theoretic and topological terminology are standard. All topological spaces 
are assumed to be regular and Hausdorff. When speaking of the extension spaces 
exp Y and A Y, we further assume ‘Y to be normal. 
The first infinite ordinal is denoted by o and the first uncountable ordinal by 
wl. If f is a, F7rnction from to B and D G A, then fl D is the restriction of the 
function f to the subset LX If H and K are subsets of 01, then H <K means that 
every ordinal in H is less than every ordinal in K. If H = (cx}, then we simply write 
CYGK. 
Y has cormtable spread, if Y contains no uncountable discrete subspaces. Y is 
weak&sqarated, see [ES], if there exists a reflexive and antisymmetric relation R 
on Y such that for em-‘- uhll y E Y, {x E Y: xRy} is open in Y. Y is left-separated, if Y 
is weakly-separated by the inverse of a well-ordered relation. It is well-known that 
Y is hereditarily separable iff Y contains no uncountable left-separated subspaces. 
An S-space is a space which is hereditarily separable but not hereditarily Lindeliif. 
A recent result of S. TodorEevic is the following. It is consistent with ZFC that 
there are no S-spaces. 
If Y is a compact O-dimensional space, then the Boolean algebra of clopen set? 
of Y is denoted by B(Y). A subset S of called a srrong antichhn if no 
element x ol S is contained in the union nite subset of S-(x). VUe will 
use the following result of [2]: Let Y be a compact O-dimensional space and let K 
be an infinite cardinal. Then Y contains a discrete subset of cardinality K iff 
cont?iQs a strong antichain of cardinality K. 
Exp Y denotes the set of all non-empty closed sllbsets of Y. If G1, . . . $ G, are 
subsets of Y, we define 
( I,.“? i #8 for i = 1, *. . , n}. 
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: there exists F E m with F Z- G}. 
hY is endowed with a topology by taking all sets of the for 
Y, as an open subbase. With this topology, is referred to as t 
of Y. Superextensions were introduced by I. 
for them are [9] and [18]. 
In the construction ofour example, we assume familiarity with t 
of forcing. We use standard terminology and the reader is Tef 
elaboration. 
ce 
In 173, Malyhin proved that if exp Y has c 
hereditarily separable and hereditarily Lindel 
be met&able. In [3], it is shown that MA+ 1 
now show that this need not be the case, i.e., 
of ZFC. 
If exp Y is hereditarily Lindelof, then (Y)’ is a G6 in ( 
has a Gs-diagonal. Since Y is compact, by a result in [ 111, 
It is consistent with ZFC that there exists a compact O- 
Hadotf spme with the folio wbzg properties : 
(1) exp X has comtable spread but 
hereditarily separable, hence X2 ih a stron 
as no uncouittabla weakly separated subspaces. 
The proof will be completed by some preliminaries and a series of lemmas. 
Let V be our universe of sets. We work in V now. If F is a finite subset Q 
and c ZF, then we say that 9 splits F if for each ty E F, t ere exists , t E g s 
that 
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We work now in V[G]. Define H(ml) = {s: s is a finite partial function from a1 
to 2). For each s E H(wl), define 
[s]=CfE2?scjq. 
Let us define a closed subspace 
Then, 
X = ,FZ, k$])* 
l 
X, with the subspace topology, is our example; being a closed subspace of 2”“, X 
is a compact, Q-dimensional, Hausdorff space. Note that if (F, $&3 E G and t E 9, 
then [t] A X f 0. This follow,s from the fact that since G is a filter, {[t]}u (US&s]: 
(S, 9’) E (3) is a centered collection of closed subsets of 2@’ and hence has non-empty 
intersection. 
8. In V[G], X is not metrizabk. 
raaf. Since X is compact and O-dimensional, we need only show that X contains 
uncountably many distinct clopen subsets. In fact, iy e/S implies [(a, O)]nX f 
[E/3, O)] TP X. For, G n {(F, 9): {(r, p} G P’j it 0. If (F, 9J is in this rntersedion, then, 
as 9 sptits br;l there exist s, t c S such that s(a) = t(a) and s(p) 9% f(p). (F, 
implies there exist f~ [s] n X and g E [t] n.X. Then, at least one of f and 8 is in 
the symmetric difkrexe of [(LY, O)]n X and [Cp, OJ] n X. 
and 
(iii) Far each at G ,py=mandI 
(iv) {.& : a E A} is a delta+system with root J?, 
(v) a,#hA,a<@ impliesR<P*- 
ForeachaEA,fetFa={a&<rn}whe es cyI Cari. L;et g* ={lz; 
Since there are only finiteiy many p-sequences of functions from (I, . . . 9 m} into 
$I, I} and only finitely many n-sequences of partial functions { 1, . 1 . , 
9 
we: may further asswme that: 
(vi) For each a, ~3 E A, for each j < PM, for each k +C p, tz (aj) = ti (&) (in 
.t:rR =&R). 
(vii) For each a, /3 E A, for each i < n, for each k <p, s: G t! i 
Now, choose a E A and a subset of A such that rl~ < and IKI=P~-+I. Let 
S = F, vuSE~ F&. Define 
For each j e m, split ai by tzj and ?[li of 9$ ; then interchanging if necessary, assu 
that if there exists i C H with sd z t>, then there exists 1 < n with sh c tf). 
Deiine Y’= 91 v 9’2. Then, (S, 9’) E P and (S, 9’) s (F, 9). 
lUote that applying the reductions (iii) to (vi) to any uncountable (( 
OI}C P, we see that for any LY, /3 E A, (S, 9’) c (F*, 9J and (S, 9’) G ( 
shows that P has the countable chain condition. 
To show that (S, 9’) forces (a), assume that (S, 14yj E G, f E Uic,, ([sfi]n 
/3 E AK. Since f e X and (S, 9) CY G, we have f /‘S E 9. lht all functions t E 
the property that if there exists i < n such that sk z t9 then there exists I < n WC 
that : ‘- C_ t (recall conditions (vi) and (vii) and our definitions of Y1 and 92). Thus, 
there exists I < rr such that s: 5 fr S and a\nsequently, f E [sb] II X. 
To show that $. .S@‘) forces (b)_ assume that (S, 9) E G and that for each i < n 
fi E [sk] nX For each t < n, we have that fi f S E Sp. Since there are yt + 1 /3’s in 
and onIy n fi ‘s, there ex 
f( I = fi(j3& Since for ea 
ea ieM,fiE[s; 
is hereditmily 
CT* E l..) t[d]nx& 18 f&J. i .-.I lq icn 
This intglies that ca E ([s”s]nX, . . . , [S;-* ]nX), a contradiction. Hence, our lemma 
is proved. 
tke j%llQwhg property, 
hm there exists a # j3 # y # a in 01 such that [sJ n 
rwf, Let (F, E P force our hypothesizj. We will find a stronger condition 
(SV fl E P that wiEl fxce our conclusion. Using the same rnotation and conventions 
of Lenxna 3.3, but with A = 1 and so, = s,, choose aalp uncuuntaMe subset A of ~r)~ 
and for each a = A a _a s 4 (F, 9) E P satisfying (i) to (vii) of aald lemma, 
ow, choose CY < p < y in A. Let S = F, uF’ v Fy. Define 
For each j < m, split ai by f> and t? of biIa ; then interchanging iii’ necessary, assume 
that if s, 5 t?, then s, E :zi. Define 
fine 9’= 9’1 v 3’2. Then (S, 9) E P and (S, 9’) s (F, 9). 
o show that (S, 9’) forces &J n X = ([+J n X) u ([sJ nX), just note that no 
~~~~~ -unction of 9 can serve as a counterexample to this equation. 
Note that the proof of Lemma 3.5 can be adjusted to show that X, in 
V[C], h’as the following stronger property: 
f-61*$ If A E %9( ) is uncountable, then there exists a # Q f c f u in A such that 
a==hx. 
as no uncountable chains nor 
Assume not. Then, there exists an uncountable Y G X and a re 
antisymmetric relation for each > E Y* (X E Y: xRy‘j is open in 
Y. For each y E Y, defi }. IFor each 1% E Y, Ilet a/y be: an open1 s 
of such that O, = Vy n Y. Since W 1s reflexive, yrF 0, for each y E Y. l3r eat 
y E Y, choose s, E H(wl) suc%l that y E es,,] n% G Vy* &&ply Lemma 3.5 to t 
uncountable set {s,: y E Y} to get three distinct elempnts X, y, z of ‘Y 4;n,ic& that 
[sJnX=([s,]nX)w([s,lnX). Since XE~.S,]~X, we have XE[P&X ;E)C XE 
[sz] TI X Without loss of generality, assume xE [s,] n X Since y E fs,] P\ 
y~[sJnX But, then XE v+Y=C& and y V, n Y = or, and this contradicts 
antisymmetry ofR. Hence, our lemma is prov 
Renmk, M. Tkacenko [14] had previously constructed from C , a compact non- 
metrizable space 2 such that 2 has no uncountable weakly separated subspaces. 
It is unknown whether such an example xists in ZFC. 
The theorems and propositions of this section and Section 5 do not require any 
axioms beyond ZFC. 
If exp Y is hereditarily separable, then exp Y has countable spread. 
now that the converse istrue. 
4.1. Theorem. If exp Y has countable spread, then exp Y is hereditmily separable. 
roof. Let exp Y have countable spread. Assume that exp Y is not hereditar 
separable. Let {C,: cy < 01) be an uncountable ft-separated subspace of exp 
Let W =u(O: 0 is open second countable subspace of Y). Since 
hereditarily Lindeliif, W has a countable basis. Define 6;‘ = Y - W. F’ is a closed 
subspace of Y. Sdnce Y is hereditarily separable, choose a countable dense subset 
D of E If there exists d ED such that I{a *< ~1: de Col}l = 01, then choose open 
sets rJ, V Df Y such that d E U G clu U c V and Vn C, = 0 for uncountably many 
a C 01 (remember that Y is first countable). Since d E FS U does not have a 
compact metrizab!e and hence hereditarily separable. But, {?r(C,): QC <wl} is an 
uncountable ft-qarated subspace cf exp( Y/F) as the open sets 
will testify. This contradiction implies that exp Y must be hereditaaity separable. 
One can see from this theorem, why MA+ -1C3-i implies that if exp Y 
has countable spread, then Y is compact metrizabk. For, under MA+ -ICH, there 
are no compact S-spaces, see [ 121. 
The following proposition may be known but we include a proof for completeness 
sake. 
4.2. Proposition. For etch n c’: W, Y” has countable spread if (Y)” has countable 
spIpQQ. 
roof. The mapping h, : Y n -P ( Y)” given by h ((x1, . . . , x,)) = {xi, . . . , x,) is a con- 
tinuous onto map; it is aiso closed, but open only for n = 1 and z = 2. Thus, if YR 
has countable spread, then so does (Yj”. 
Let (Y)” have countable spread. Assume that Y” does not and let D be an 
uncountable discrete subspacc of Y”. Let S,., denote the groop of all permutations 
of (1,. . . , n}. For each G E &, Zor each x = (xl,. . . , X,)E Y” and for each A s w*, 
define a(x) = (x~,~), . . . , xocnj) and aLA) =(Q(x): x E A}. 
Henceforth, cl will denote closure in Y”. 
We claim that there exists an uncountable A4 G Q such that for each x E A, 
Th- {{xt, . . . 1 & 1: h l . e , x,) E A} is an uncountable discrete subspace of (I’)“. 
Colltradiction. ‘To prove this claim, it suffices to she w that for a fixed [F E S,, there 
exists an uncountable .,4, c D such that for each x E A, a(x) g cl(A, -{x)). To this 
end, let a E Sn and Bet he order of o be k. Sin is discrete in Y”, k a 2. Striving 
for a contradiction, assume that for each un ble A G 0, there exists an x ~54 
such ‘that (P(X) E cl( - {x}). Inductively construct disjoint uncoun&$e subsets of 
at for each i, ls%k, But then, cr(Aj,) G 
t a(A,-,) ccl Ak-+ pplying v k - 2 more times, we 
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l An alternate proof that MA + -TCH impliels that if exp . 
spread, then Y is compact and metric goes as follows: l’f axp Y has c 
spread, then (Y)” has countable spread for all at ; hence, by 
has countable spread for all ra. Hence, either Y” is hereditarily superable 
or Y” is hereditarily Lindel6f for all n. Kunen [6] has shown, under 
that Y” is hereditarily sqparable for all n iff Y” is hereditarily Lin 
Hence, Y2 is hereditarily LindelGf. Since Y is compact, Y is metrizable. 
enrark 3. is Proposition 4.2 a special case of a more general result? It 
that if 2 is a continuous and sn to 1 image of a compact space Y and if 
countable spread, then Y has countable spread. Consider 
map of the Alexandroff double of the closed unit ilni;,:+va 
interval. In our proposition, when tl ng imlolved is also open. Ortwin 
Fijrster (private communication) has shown that if 2 is aIt 
to 1 image of a space Y, the;1 Y has countable spreati if 
We challenge the reader to come up with a proof of th 
Proposition 4.2, the mapping involved is not open for a 22 3. 
the specific nature of the spaces involved. 
5. Some things on ..W 
A. Verbeek [Mj has proven that A Y is compact and ~~etri~~blc 
and metrizable. E. Van Douwen, see 191, has proven that if h 
Lindel&f, then Y is compact and metriztible. ,&ssumiqg MA + -6’ 
Lindelijf can be replaced by countable spread in the above, see [3]. W’e now have 
the following result for O-dimensional spaces. 
J.1. Let Y be O-dimensional. Then h Y htzs countable spread 
compact lar;d nwtriaable. 
such that A, sz h (/9) and tf - A, g h(B). Then 
{AuAG, AL@ -A,))cl{Y--(Ah 
is a Ihked collection. ExtenrI this collection to an 
mc-[(AuA,)‘n(Pi L‘ ‘,r--A,))+]- u [(A wA~)+~,(A~(U-P,~))+]. 
BEF 
Hence, Y is metrizable. 
Is Theorem 5.1 true for arbitrary’ Y? 
Our next result relates to the pr 2blem “When is h Y first coUntable?” J. van Mill 
[9] has prctvcn that A Y is first countable if! A Y has countable tightness. M, van de 
Vel has proven that if h Y is first countable, then Y has the shrinking property (for 
a dc hniiion see [IS]). E. van Douwen, see [U], has proven that if A Y is first 
countable, then Y is compact, hereditarily separable and h~roditari4y LindeM 
Must Y be metric in ZFC? We shall see that the Emswer is uo, (E. Watt4 [M] has 
shown ;hat the Alexandroff double arrow line has a non-first countable superex- 
tension). It is interesting to note that exp Y is first countable iff Y is compact, 
hereditcrily separable, and hereditarily Lindeliif, see [ 171. 
Proof. Let exp Y have countable spread. Assume that AY is not rirst countable. 
Them, there exists m E h Y such that (m} is not a C&. We will inductively define 
(~~,:QGJ~}sMz and open sets {Q~:I~Q.Q) of Y such that C,cO, and@<ar 
;?li, ; C&z 0,. Then, for each cy <ofp Ca E (0,) and this shows that (Ca: C.Y <WI} 
is an uncountable left-separated subspace of exp Y, fltrary to meor@m $. 1. 
Assume that we have SQ defined our sets Cti a CflS for @ < cy. Since Y is 
perfectly normal, , CB = &.+ 0; where the 0;‘s are a sequence of 
open sets of Y wi B for each i < 6~). Now, 
theorem and the fact that 
C-t-2” <2”‘+-(B) 
is consiste-+ Illc3 v:hare (B) denotes the following state 
(B) Every uncountabfe Boolean algebra has an uncountable a~tic~a~~. 
This consistency re&t can be proved using an 
prove Theorem 4 of [IO] no new ideas are need 
5. b Assume (Bj. If Yis O-dimensional aad l,i Yl <: P, is co 
metrizable. 
proof. Let Y be O-dimensiona; and IA Yi < 2“‘:. 
countable basis. Choose three m-utually disjuint 
and C of Y “s’iich that B(C) is uncountable. We co11~~1rA~~ ct -- __duIs ~frai: B(C) contains an 
uncountable antichain lp c-a: i~t’ =~1). For each Q! <o.~, set 
Bu(C.-C,).Foreachf~2”~,setL~=~~~”’1ir<o~’i.Eacl~~ 
of closed s8+mL7 .-ua~t~ of Y and thus can be extended to a maxim~d linke 
Distinct f’s give rise to distinct mf’s. Hence, IA YI Z= 2”‘. This is a 
Consequently, Y has a countable basis. 
Furthermore, Y must be countaM7 colmpac t; because if ‘Y has an infinite clsse 
discrete subspace~, the IA Yi 3 2? Thus, Y is compact metrizable. 
Assume 2” < 2 *l -I- (IS). If Y is 0-dimerisiod and h y is fi~+st coun8- 
able, then Y is compact met&able. 
oof. IC,et Y be O-dimensional and A Y be first countab 
result [O] that first countable compact spaces have car 
conclude that /A YI < 2”” and we now invoke the preceding theorem. 
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